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DNA ACTIVATION

 Extract from the book "Light Code Activations" by Soluntra King  and DNA KIT

PLease scroll down for information on each activation.

THE DNA STRANDS, THE LIGHT CODINGS OF OUR DIVINITY

     The standard medical belief is that we have two strands of DNA, you will have learnt that at school,
or you can look it up in an anatomy and physiology book. These two strands with all their complex

amino acids and with the RNA hold the codings and genetic material that makes us who we are. Or so

we thought; only having two strands is actually very limiting and keeps us trapped in the third
dimension and the illusion of separation. Believing all we are is our body, believing God is out there

somewhere, and that we are worker ants, or slaves that have to work hard just to survive on this

planet. Locked into death, decay and being hooked up to survival, being controlled by and slaves to
time. Cut off from the unlimited abundance of all there is, and with the DNA only partially activated.

Our multi-dimensional selves have been trapped in a prison of experience that repeats itself over and
over again, as though the entire planet was playing a stuck record. Humanity has been famous for their

inability to learn from their own adventures; tyrants and wars have come and gone, and none seemed
the wiser for it until now. This is where it all lightens up; as we wake up we start to empower ourselves,
awakening our Divinity, Light Body and Multi-dimensional Self.

SO HOW DID WE END UP WITH ONLY TWO STRANDS OF DNA

       As we separated from Source we fragmented into many Creator Gods and Goddesses and from
infinite worlds and different star systems, we are those Creator Gods and Goddesses too. The ones we
are going to look at are from the planet Nibiru in the Pleiades, Nibiru orbits close to Earth every 3,600

years. The Nibiruians like most Pleiadians were naughty little children, unaware of their power and
control dramas. They had been playing at star wars and destroyed their planets atmosphere through

their nuclear weapons, and needed Gold to repair the atmosphere and save their planet. So they came

to Earth to mine Gold, but soon got tired of doing it themselves. So they decided to use their DNA and
mix it with the primates on Earth and create a race of slaves. Just giving them enough DNA to work,

but not enough to realise they were gods also and so be liberated, this situation has gone on ever since.

The Nibirians are immortal in our eyes, living for 1,000’s of our Earth years, and Anu the patriarchal
head had two chief sons Ekki and Enik and their sons fought amongst each other, some wanted to

empower their creation, others destroy it, hence the flood, recorded in all cultures and in the Bible as

the Great Flood with Noah’s Ark taking on the genetic codes to save them.

    Eventually the Galactic Federation stepped in as the waring was nuclear and the Nibiruians were
creating havoc in the solar system and beyond. They were put in an energy field where they had to

realise what they were doing, and that they were destroying themselves as well. So in order for them to

grow and move on they had to heal their creations and past. The only way they could do that was by
reincarnating into human form and activating their creations from within, being in the limitation they

had put on their creations. So that is why so many of us are so busy waking ourselves up, as part of our

multi-dimensional self is these Creator Gods and Goddesses. They/we cannot move into their/our
future until they/we have healed their/our past.

     That is also why Tantra, Kundalini Yoga and Cosmic Sex is being awakened again, as well as the

rebirth of the Goddess within us and the sacred marriage of male and female, earth and star, back to
unity consciousness. This was taught to human’s way back when the Goddess could still function, and

in her temples the sacred marriage through Tantra was taught. This was a way to educate humankind
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in her temples the sacred marriage through Tantra was taught. This was a way to educate humankind

about the life force energy and their cosmic source. But in the battles that went on, the patriarchal gods
destroyed the temples and the Goddess aspect of us and creation was suppressed. We have been living

under the belief that ‘sex is bad, giving birth is painful, that menstruation is dirty and woman inferior’

ever since. Of course these patriarchal gods did not realise they were cutting themselves off also, as
they too have the Goddess within them.   

     So now we are back in bodies to get it right, having to feel so limited by being in a body is an

illusion, we are divine and our Light Body right now. As we clear and awaken so do the strands in our

DNA increase as they hold the codings of our Divinity.

      The Reptilians worked with the original planners and are great geneticists, but they got into conflict
with other Creator Gods and are now also back here to heal. So you can see why there are so many

ET’s here; the Lyrans, Wegans, Acuturians, Orions, Sirians. The list goes on; they all had a part to

play with the Foundation Gods and the Creation Story on Earth and are back here to assist, heal and
resolve. The bottom line is we are all One and until the past is healed our future is not too great, that is

why everyone is here helping, healing, illuminating, awakening and completing. As we all move
together into the new Solar System, aligning to the Sun, Second Sun, Central Sun and Greater Central

Sun, it affects everyone in this universe and beyond. The more you clear; heal and activate the more
you become aware of yourself as a Cosmic Being.

     The 1993 Uranus/Neptune conjunction brought in an infusion of cosmic rays onto the planet creating

a potential third strand of DNA in humanity physically. New helixes or strands are being formed all the
time as the Light encoded filaments are triggered to reunite themselves together. The scattered and

fragmented codings of the Living Library of Light are being drawn together in your body by
electromagnetic energies from Source. Since that time there have been many more infusions of cosmic
energy as the DNA unify and awaken your Light codings. This creates a more evolved nervous system

that facilitates new codings of Light to move into your expanding consciousness, awakening the
dormant brain cells and the full potential of your physical body, rejuvenation and being your body of
Light. Your mission is to Be the Light in your body on Earth, the sacred marriage of Heaven and Earth.

     So as you begin to clear and activate, so allowing your bodies to hold more Light, your memories
open and your consciousness expands. You evolve as the DNA evolves into your multi-dimensional
self and become aware of yourself as one with Source, as well as your dimensional aspects in other

dimensions and worlds, as you unify them all within your body, your body of Light as you are on Earth.
As you merge with the Central Sun and the Living Library of Light becoming the Creator Goddess/God
that you truly are, in alignment now with Divine Will. As you unify and move back through the Black

Hole and then out through a new prism of creation, creating Heaven on Earth as we all resolve the
Creation Story of duality and separation. So we accept and love ourself as the Reptile aggressive
aspects and the Light Being passive aspects through many different Star Systems of experience. All

becoming one through us in our body on Earth, the Heart of this Universe that is a special place where
this story is completing for all beings who experienced fragmentation to the furthest degrees of

separation in matter. As we awaken and activate the light codings we activate the strands of DNA and
the remembrance of our divinity.

     As inner and outer merge, we see this in our life with so many things; especially with science and

astronomy and cosmology and the spiritual worlds agreeing. In March 2006 as Pluto was conjunct the
Galactic Centre astronomers reported a unique, double helix nebula near the Galactic Center,
upsetting traditional views of what is normal cosmological phenomenon. "We see two intertwining

strands wrapped around each other as in a DNA molecule," says the leading astronomer.

      We are unifying through the Galactic Centre right now, it is a change over point into multi-
dimensional universes and worlds; where we are the light being, goddesses/ gods we are. As we open to
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dimensional universes and worlds; where we are the light being, goddesses/ gods we are. As we open to

the new paradigm and our unified matrix of light, what is happening to us in our bodies is also
happening in the Galaxy; double Helix DNA at the Galactic Centre. The macro and micro cosmos are
doing their thing as we open up to the multi-prismed, multi-dimensional being we are; so too is this

happening in the heavens, DNA-shaped nebula and human DNA all one. As we come to the end of the
Mayan Calendar and spiral through the Galactic Centre in alignment with the Sun, Central Sun and

Greater Central Sun we all expand and graduate into the next state of being.

HOW MANY STRANDS ARE THERE?

       From the two strands we eventually get 40,000 strands in our Gold Light Body, our Solar Self,
Goddess/God I am, we are one with the Central Sun.

     When I first started working on activating my codings and became aware of the extra strands, I
thought that there were only 12 strands, then 20, and then 64 strands to Unity consciousness. But over

the years as I have awakened I came to realise that 64 strands is to the level of the Blue Light Body
and a clear Etheric Blueprint. As we continue to clear and love our self and thereby others on deeper
levels, we start to awaken thousands of strands; feeling great peace within, becoming aware of our self

at higher octaves of light such as; you the member of the Councils of Light, and you a Creator
Goddess/God. We let go of any old paradigm ways of operating and work fully in trust, being in the
world but not of it. Are you ready to live in joy and have fun?

THE STRANDS

     The extra strands you are opening up to are in the etheric and subtle bodies, but babies born in
more recent years are sometimes now found to have 3 strands of physical DNA.

     Twelve strands are activated at the level of the physical body and related to the twelve chakras and
planets. These can be read in the iris and reveal the genetic codes of purpose stored in the blood.

     Sixty-Four strands are activated when our Etheric Blueprint is clear and we are at the level of the

Blue Light Body, a state of health, vitality and flow in life. We no longer manifest illness or accidents
to unify.

     5,000 strands are activated at the level of our Violet Light Body, when most aspects of duality are
fully transmuted in the emotional and mental bodies. We can still be manifesting annoying little things

as catalysts to transmute energies now in our subtle bodies.

    15,000 strands are activated at the level of our White Light Body, where we are learning to be

master of our molecules, a Christed Light Being.

    40,000 strands are activated at the level of our Gold Light Body, one with Source in unified essences
at the level of the Central Sun, as we remember our purpose and are now fully awakened as a Creator

Goddess/God creating Heaven on Earth.

AMINO ACIDS

       Love is the key that opens the codes of our divinity, the doorway to our Divine Self, harmony and

the way to our Ascension with Earth and the great change in cycles.

     On the strands of the Double Helix in the DNA we have Sixty-Four codes of Amino Acids, but only
Twenty Amino Acids operating. The Amino Acids which are codes on the DNA are antenna or chakras,
and just like the main chakras they are spinning balls of Light that merge all levels, bodies and
dimensions. The scientists now understand this concept and have found that through emotion, and

there are only two emotions; Love and Fear that their frequencies and wavelengths affect how many
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there are only two emotions; Love and Fear that their frequencies and wavelengths affect how many
codes get opened. Fear has a slow wavelength and does not have the opportunity of connecting with
many Amino Acids codes. But Love has a wavelength that connects with more codes, when we are in
complete Love of self and all that is, all the codes are activated.

 

ACTIVATION OF DNA STRANDS WITH LIGHT AND SOUND
     

Next are seven DNA Activations; these have been made aware to me over many years of inner work,
and work at different pyramids, sacred sites, vortexes and portals. None is more powerful or better,
and if you are new to all this you are advised to do the “Activation of the 64 Strands of DNA” first,

then moving to the 84 and beyond, using the “Liquid Light Love” mandala and activation regardless of
wether you are new to all this or worked with these energies for years.  

   The reason I have the Activations in levels or stages of 64, 84 strands and beyond in the ‘Liquid
Light Transmission of DNA’ and the ‘Liquid Light Love Actualisation’, the ‘Transmuting DNA at

Dense Structural Levels’ and ‘DNA Integration’ as well as the two activations from the ‘Sacred Union

of Goddess and God; activates the DNA and Grids’, is because that is how they came to me over the
many years of working with this energy. So even though the light codes are awakening faster now and

you have got all this information at your fingertips, it is still a matter of integration. Better to take
things slowly in order to be able to integrate fully; the turtle wins the race not the hare, so pace

yourself accordingly.
    It is important to remember it is not just doing the Light and Sound Codes that awakens your

remembrance of who you are and actualises it. It is all the work you do on yourself and the most
important is to unconditionally love yourself and all life from your heart, and to be in your body, in life.

So this is an on going process using all the gifts you know to unify yourself, most importantly the
breath and love and acceptance. An awakened light being has not got all their strands awakened while
they are still in conflict with their partner, or family, or fearful about survival and none of us is perfect.

So keep breathing love and acceptance into all those fears and issues in your life; which is your

initiation. 
 

WORKING WITH THE ACTIVATIONS
 

    The activations start with the Activation of the 64 Strands of DNA which is working at the level of
the Blue Light Body and Etheric Blueprint, it is a catalyst for embracing the fears and blocks to being

in our body, and fear of abundance and to our light aspects. It assists to transmute our clinging to the
old paradigm of pain and suffering.

     The Liquid Light Transmission of DNA is working with the Violet Light Body and is opening us up
to be our Higher/Inner Self, the love and wisdom of our heart connection to Source, and clearing the

emotional and mental bodies. 

The Liquid Light Transmission of DNA activates 84 strands and on, as it is unlimited through the
Central Sun and Second Sun. It assists us to continue awakening more and more strands of

remembrance to our Gold Light Body and Solar Self, Creator Goddess/God we are.
     The Liquid Light Love Actualisation is and can be used at all times by all, as it opens the heart and

clears blocks within the soul level and spiritual bodies. It is an initiation doorway and can be used on its
own or with the other mandalas; there is no limitation on working with this mandala. It is vibrating at

the level of the White Light Body and through to the Gold Light Body.

     The Transmuting DNA at Dense Structural Levels mandalas and sound codes are best used when
you truly feel in your heart you choose to be your Body of Light in your physical body. If you have not

chosen this then by using these mandalas you will not harm yourself in any way, but be warned that you
may want to be your Body of Light after using them. This set of mandalas can be used for optimum
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may want to be your Body of Light after using them. This set of mandalas can be used for optimum
success at clearing the densest fears and darkness still held in the cellular and etheric bodies. Then out
through all the bodies until the golden solar self is recognised and integrated into the density of matter

through our consciousness and being at the end of the activation. To be done at least once a day by
those who are really serious about being their body of light and physically immortal and no more than

three times.  It is vibrating at the level of the Present Light Body.
     The Integration of DNA Activation encapsulates all the other activations, but the others are still
important to use in preparation for the Integration. It is not recommended to do the ‘Integration of
DNA’ first up, as the ground work needs to happen first, you are ready for it when you really know

deep inside you are. Using the others activations first over a period of time opens up your energy field
to hold the higher light octaves of self to receive the codings of this mandala and sound codes. It is not
harmful if you have not opened up your energy field to enough light. But using high frequency energy

in a low frequency vehicle will be a waste of time, and could bring up blocks and darkness too fast to be
dealt with and cause imbalance. Just like there is no escaping your life experiences to become wiser

and clearer, the activations in this book are the same, they are an experience also and to be gone
through to prepare the body, mind and emotions for the next level of Light. The Integration of DNA is

vibrating at the level of the Gold Light Body.
   The two activations from the Sacred Union of Goddess and God; activates the DNA and Grids can be

used at all times, by all.
    It is recommended if you have not worked with activating the DNA before that you start with 64

strands first; until you notice you are feeling happy within yourself and feel ready to work with the
Liquid Light Transmission of DNA. When you feel ready to use the Liquid Light Transmission and the
Transmuting Density and Integration Light and Sound Codes it is still valid to use the “Activation of

the 64 Strands of DNA”. I use the Spirals, symbols and sound codes often as they are great to use not
just for our own awakening, but when doing planetary work at vortexes, or with groups of people to

help their energy really open up and become balanced and activated.

THE ACTIVATIONS USE LIGHT AND SOUND, INNER PLANES SOUL TRAVEL, AND THE
VORTEX SPIRALS OF CREATION

YOU NEED TO GET THE BOOK FOR USING THEM WITH THE INNWE WORK AND
ACTIVATIONS
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IN THE LIGHT CODE ACTIVATION BOOK, IN THE DNA ACTIVATION CHAPTER IS: 
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IN THE LIGHT CODE ACTIVATION BOOK, IN THE DNA ACTIVATION CHAPTER IS: 
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